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3 BRANDS - 1 BATTERY  

NAILING - SAWING - SCREWING/DRILLING... WITH THE PROFESSIONAL 
WOODWORKING SET 

PREBENA pneumatic nailer, PREBENA cordless circular saw made by Mafell 
and Metabo cordless drill and screwdriver - powered by 18 V CAS (Cordless 
Alliance System) batteries. 

The PREBENA PKT-8-RKP100 and PKT-8-PR100 pneumatic nailers with PKT-
HYBRID technology process round or half-head strip nails up to 100 mm. 
They are the most powerful tubeless and cordless nailers on the market and 
also drive nail screws up to 90 mm without any problems. 

The PREBENA cordless hand-held circular saw PMS 55 18M bl made by Mafell 
is equipped with a universal saw blade and has a cutting depth of 10 - 55 
mm. The robust and reliable saw is very light and designed for cross and 
longitudinal cuts under extreme conditions. 

The Metabo cordless drill/driver BS 18 LTX BL Q I for maximum power for the 
heaviest tasks. It is equipped with a quick-change system of tool holder and 
insert tools, as well as a switchable pulse mode for unscrewing stuck screws. 

The pneumatic nailer comes in a robust carrying case, the cordless circular 
saw and the cordless drill in the metaBOX, ensuring safe transport. 

Cordless flexibility with the power of corded tools - for maximum 
performance! 

Three indispensable helpers on the construction site that can be operated 
with a rechargeable battery. 

Compressed-air cordless nailer with single-shot release and cordless hand-
held circular saw are eligible for the BG-Bau occupational health and safety 
bonus. 

CAS (Cordless Alliance System) - One battery for everything 

The CAS brings together a wide variety of manufacturers from different 
sectors under one "battery umbrella": Within the system, tools, machines, 
chargers and battery packs are 100% compatible and can be combined in any 
way. More than 300 powerful battery products are available in the 18 volt 
class. 
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Based on the powerful Metabo LiHD battery technology, CAS brings together 
the most diverse trades under one roof and thus offers professional users the 
freedom to work with standard and special products from various 
manufacturers in a mobile and flexible manner, far away from the mains 
socket. More about CAS at www.cordless-alliance-system.de. 

Further information at: www.prebena.de 
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